SPARK 127
(Matrix Code: SPARK127.00 for StartOver.xyz game.)
DISTINCTION: If you do not own the parallel energetic ecology of demons and lightbeings then that ecology owns (and eats) you.
NOTES: You could think of this as an “advanced” SPARK. For some of you it will be
totally self-evident. For others it may seem so far beyond your ordinary scope of
reality as to sound ridiculous. This SPARK is not intended to frighten or confuse you.
It may sound weird and esoteric, but trust me folks, it’s just plain physics. Gravity
does not need your belief before it pulls a stone from your hand to the Earth. The
same applies to the parallel ecology. If there is a chance that you would stop
experimenting with SPARKs because of the content of this SPARK it would be far
better to skip this one and come back to it later when it feels more relevant to your
life. It took me years of testing to be willing to admit to myself that this stuff is going
on in our moment-to-moment lives, and even more years before I could gain enough
competence in working with these levels that I would talk about it. So I don’t expect
you to already be there. Seriously, please don’t read this SPARK until it seems real
and valuable for you. If you’re sticking with me here, let’s start with an experiment.
EXPERIMENTS:
SPARK127.01 Go to a bar. (Note: If you are alcoholic, please do the Alternate
Experiment listed below.) (Note for the Note: If you drink one glass of wine or a
bottle of beer a couple times a week, then for the purposes of the above Note: you
are alcoholic.) (My, aren’t we getting off to a pleasant start here…) As I was saying,
the experiment goes like this. Invite a fellow experimenter from your Possibility Team
to do this experiment with you. (Note: …It should be a non-alcoholic fellow
experimenter from your Possibility Team – please refer to the Note and the Note for
the Note above – otherwise your experiment will be sabotaged, or rather devoured
within minutes of beginning it…) Set aside an evening. At about 6pm go to a middle
or upper class bar. Print out and bring these instructions with you to review while you
are in the bar. The printed instructions serve as a beacon-artifact to help you
establish a space of clarity within the space of the bar. Whenever you feel lost, read
the instructions again. Also bring pencils or pen and a pad of unlined sketch paper.
What you will do in this experiment is watch people call in demons to take over their
four bodies. (In a lower class bar the people often enter with demons already
attached, so you would miss the transition.) Order yourselves some non-bubbly
mineral water, then sit silently facing each other at a small table near the center of
the bar, but don’t sit at the bar itself. Keep breathing. Keep your center. Keep your
grounding cord and your energetic bubble. Keep silent. Wait. If anyone comes over
to start up a conversation, don’t do it. Just say you need to be left alone, then stop
talking to them. Give no explanation. If necessary, keep massaging your Possibility
Stone with you fingers as a reminding factor that you are doing an experiment. Then
sit and observe without judgment. Observe yourself and observe the others.
Remember, you are in a space. It is the space of a bar. If you remember that you are
in a space then you can stay awake. If you think that you are in reality then you fall
asleep (meaning you lose the split-attention of the waking-state that lets you avoid
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getting identified with the gameworld of the bar and lose your free attention) and you
will not be able to notice the extraordinary things that are happening. So remember,
you are in a space, and observe what happens neutrally. Keep breathing!
Sit so you can do four-body scans on each person who comes into the bar. Sense
into their energy state, their quality of being, their conscious and unconscious
intentions, where they place their attention and why, where they flow their sexual
energy. Notice when they take their first sips of alcohol. Keep a steady but diffused
gaze and see what changes, how fast the shift happens, and then scan them again,
their energy state, quality of being, and the intentions behind where they flow their
energy. Listen for changes in the quality of their laughing, the tone of voice of their
speaking, what they are creating.
Do you notice any changes? What just happened? What is the difference?
Stay at the bar for about 2 hours, continuing to observe the changes that come over
each person and the whole micro-community as the alcohol goes into their system
and permits a driver change. Notice how once one demon takes over it behaves
nervously with newcomers until they hand over controls to their own demon. Demons
want to dance with demons. Do not judge. Observe with fascinated neutrality. Write
down what you observe. Get a detailed four-body imprint of the process to keep with
you. Make detailed sketches of the people and the demons that take them. You could
even offer this as a service in the bar. If they buy you a mineral water you’ll draw their
demon for them.
After 2 hours leave the bar. (This is important!) Be sure that you do not stay in the
bar and get sucked into being demon food. Leave the bar. Go home. Compare notes
with your co-experimenter. Talk about what you learned at your next Possibility
Team.
Alternate Experiment: Go to the smoking zone where the smokers gather outside of
a workplace, restaurant, or airport. (Note: If you are drinker and a smoker please do
the Second Alternate Experiment listed below.) Make the same kind of
observations described in the Experiment above. Notice how the nicotine demons
come into each person’s four bodies, what their voice, mood and gestures sound,
feel and look like. Do not join them. Do not judge. Observe with fascinated neutrality.
Get a detailed four-body imprint to keep with you. After 2 hours, leave and compare
notes.
Second Alternate Experiment: Go to a popular fastfood restaurant during lunch
rush. (Note: if you are a drinker and a smoker and a fast food addict, go invent your
own experiment... I am running out of space here.) Make the same kind of
observations described in the Experiment above. Notice how the over-eating,
caffeine, chemical-reaction, sugar, and corporate-brand demons come into each
person’s four bodies, what their voice, mood and gestures sound, feel and look like.
Do not join them. Do not judge. Observe with fascinated neutrality. Get a detailed
four-body imprint to keep with you. After 2 hours, leave and compare notes.
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FURTHER NOTES: During your experiment it may have become more clear what is
meant by: There is a parallel ecology of energetic beings occupied with feeding on
our material-world dimension. The Map of Possibility is real. There is a bright world
and a shadow world. Either you see this now with your own senses or are still in
denial about it. In either case, you can continue with your investigation in the
following way. Below is a short list of possible demon-vampires that commonly feed
on people. They may clamp onto your e-body neck for a quick feast while you curse
at another driver, or they may suck out your energy drip by drip, hardly noticeable
while you worry about taxes, hate yourself, or resent your boss. Go through the list
and circle those demons that from time to time feed on you. With each one, write the
demon-vampire’s feeding schedule, such as 2/week, 3/day, 1/6 months, etc.
Afterwards, look over the circles and think how much heart blood you donate to the
herd of demons preying on humans in your local underworld ecology.
Hopeless _____, envious_____, overwhelm_____, despair_____, ashamed_____,
secretly superior_____, nice girl_____, self-doubt_____, justifying inactions_____,
hyper-ecstatic_____, gripped by “I have to have that”_____, rage outburst_____,
total distrust_____, cynical laughing_____, lying_____, killing hope for others_____,
hiding thoughts about your secret life_____, worrying_____, hating yourself_____,
plotting revenge_____, nameless terror_____, thinking up excuses_____,
responsible victim_____, guilty_____, good boy_____, bad mommy_____, etc.
SPECIAL NOTES: The following notes may be of extraordinary importance to you, or
they may not make sense at all. If they don’t make sense, don’t worry about it. If they
do make sense, there is a lot more where these came from…
 Possibility Management is archetypal and powerful because you tap into and
use your Bright Principles in their pure form as facets of the radiant jewel of
consciousness, rather than having them twisted or spun through the
characters of various deities, such as the ancestors, gods and goddesses, etc.
 Each space is typically guarded by a pair of presiding deities, one Shadow,
one Bright. When you pay homage to the presiding deities of a space while
entering, (make contact and say “I see you.”) then the deities can’t own you.
Then you can tap into and use the energy and intelligence of their Principles.
 Ghosts are not demons. They are e-bodies of dead humans trapped in a
vortex of incomplete communications. When you make contact, say “Hello, I
see you,” and tell them you want to hear what is not yet heard. Neutrally listen
to their story, repeat back and complete their communications with a
compassionate heart, tell them it has been heard, and direct them to go on to
the light. This is ghost busting. Do it often. It is needed.
 You can navigate groups of people through the great labyrinth of spaces by
taking them up the elevator of spaces, offering the delicacies of freshly
discovered realization and transformation so higher beings can feed on them,
receive their blessings (angel shit), and take the group back down the
elevator. This is called reciprocal feeding. It’s nothing extraordinary, a job that
builds matrix.
 When a vampire-demon is harassing you, instantly draw your sword of clarity
and keep it at the demon’s throat or heart without pity or arrogance, look
straight in its eyes and communicate, “I see you.” That’s all. Demons cannot
be saved or converted to non-demons. If the demon tries to get closer to you it
impales itself on your sword. Eventually it will get too hungry and go
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somewhere else to feed. If more than one demon comes, simply duplicate
your energetic sword-arms and be like a porcupine who effortlessly keeps
dangerous quills pointed in every direction.
SPARK127.02 There is a category of demon called a Hungry Ghost. This is a demon
of unsatisfiable hunger. You can often see them in political or business meetings, or
when walking through big cities, or Middle Eastern or Asian towns. These demons
have an almost permanent grip on particular politicians, businessmen, shopowners
or vendors. No matter how much a Hungry Ghost eats it is never enough, as if they
have a tight collar around their throat and can’t swallow (beggar types) or no matter
how much they swallow it falls through a gigantic hole where their stomach should be
so they receive no nourishment (shop owner types). They say, “Come in, look
around, special price, look here, just for you, try it on, gimme, gimme, gimme…” If the
spaceholder for a project is being eaten by a hungry ghost, the project itself becomes
a hungry ghost, and by trying to feed it you get burnout. The nice girl demon often
plays a mutual feeding dance with a hungry ghost.
Choose one person where you see the hungry ghost active for doing the experiment.
It takes only a few moments. It is simple. Step directly in front of the person. Look
deep into the person’s eyes until you are looking into the demon’s eyes. Say out loud
so it lands in the body of the demon, “I see you.” Watch what happens. If the real
person appears, shift your energy and talk kindly to them for a moment so they have
a possible new anchor point.
SPARK127.03 For further experiments, start noticing how often a hungry ghost
vampires you while you look at yourself in the mirror while dressing or putting on
makeup, while you do online or window shopping, while you engage in computer sex,
try to be liked on Facebook, try to climb the corporate ladder, gamble, exchange
psychic-sexual substances during flirting, compete to be the most beautiful or
powerful, etc. None of this is bad, mind you. It simply may be more expensive than
you previously thought with regards to sucking away the energy you have to deliver
your true calling. Delivering your true calling is how authentic satisfaction arises.
I told you this would be a weird one…
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